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MOBILE TERMINAL AND METHOD FOR IMPLEMENTING BROWSER THEREOF

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present disclosure relates to the field of communication, in particular to a mobile terminal and a method for implementing a browser thereof.

BACKGROUND

[0002] After the entry into Third Generation (3G) mobile communication era, the function of mobile terminal is richer and richer, especially the browser is becoming a common function for mobile terminal users. However, the mobile terminal is inferior to a computer in computing processing capability, and data parsing and image rendition speed, which results in the problems of unsmooth refreshing of webpage and the like when a user browses a webpage through the browser in the mobile terminal.

[0003] Therefore, an Advanced RISC Machine (ARM) processor and a mobile application processor with higher performance are applied in the mobile terminal to certainly improve the processing performance of the mobile terminal and further improve the effect of browsing web pages through the browser in the mobile terminal. However, the power consumption is also increased along with the improvement of the processing performance of the mobile terminal; meanwhile, the popularization of the high-performance processor will take some time due to its price factor, thus, the current situations of a significant market share of middle and low end mobile terminals and poor computing capacity of function mobile terminals are still not solved effectively.

[0004] Another method is to obtain a powerful computing and storage capability provided by distributed processing through a data centre by cloud computing, specifically the mobile terminal accessing 3G network or Internet. However, this method needs to occupy the bandwidth of a communication network and the user charge expense is relatively high; and meanwhile, the radio frequency part of the mobile terminal needs much power to maintain network connection.

SUMMARY

[0005] In view of this, the main objective of the disclosure is to provide a mobile terminal and a method for implementing a browser of the mobile terminal, so as to improve the performance and reduce the power consumption of the browser of the mobile terminal.

[0006] To achieve the objective above, the technical scheme of the disclosure is implemented as follows.

[0007] The method for implementing the browser of the mobile terminal includes the following steps:

[0008] the mobile terminal establishes a remote browser connection with a computing entity; and

[0009] the mobile terminal remotely calls a browser engine to parse webpage data and render an image for data to be parsed through a distributed program interface of the browser engine provided by the computing entity, and receives frame dataflow from the computing entity.

[0010] Furthermore, before the mobile terminal establishes the remote browser connection with the computing entity, the method may further include:

[0011] the mobile terminal searches for the computing entity in a short distance wireless communication way; and

[0012] the mobile terminal sends a wireless connection request to the found computing entity, and establishes a wireless connection with the computing entity after the mobile terminal receives access agreement information from the computing entity.

[0013] The step that the mobile terminal establishes the remote browser connection with the computing entity may include:

[0014] the mobile terminal starts its own remote client sub-module to remotely log in the computing entity; and

[0015] the mobile terminal starts its own transmission adaption task sub-module to complete the establishment of the remote browser connection with the computing entity.

[0016] Furthermore, after the mobile terminal establishes the remote browser connection with the computing entity, the method may further include:

[0017] the mobile terminal starts a remote browser engine mode after the mobile terminal receives remote browser selection information from a user,

[0018] terminating a software task of a mobile application processor, disconnect the data communication between the Central Processing Unit (CPU) of the mobile terminal and the mobile application processor, and sets the mobile application processor to a hibernate state.

[0019] The step that the mobile terminal remotely calls the browser engine to parse the webpage data and render the image for the data to be parsed through the distributed program interface of the browser engine provided by the computing entity may include:

[0020] the mobile terminal starts its own virtual coprocessor task module, receives a webpage data block to be parsed and a parsing command from its own CPU, and sends the webpage data block and the parsing command to a remote browser engine task module after buffering them;

[0021] the mobile terminal starts the remote browser engine task module, converts the parsing command sent from the virtual coprocessor task module into a remote call command for the distributed program interface of the browser engine, binds and packages the remote call command with the webpage data block sent from the virtual coprocessor task module, and sends the data packet to the transmission adaption task sub-module;

[0022] the transmission adaption task sub-module converts a wireless protocol data format of the received data packet, and sends the converted data packet to a wireless task module of the mobile terminal, and the wireless task module of the mobile terminal sends the data packet to the wireless task module of the computing entity.

[0023] Furthermore, the method may further include:

[0024] when it is detected that the remote browser connection is disconnected, the mobile terminal switches the remote browser engine mode to a local browser engine mode, closes its own virtual coprocessor task module, the remote client sub-module, the remote browser engine task module and the transmission adaption task sub-module, wakes up the mobile application processor of the mobile terminal and starts the software task of the mobile application processor.

[0025] The mobile terminal includes a wireless task module, a CPU and a mobile application processor task module; and the mobile terminal may further include: a remote
browser connection module, a virtual coprocessor task module and a remote browser engine task module;

[0026] the remote browser connection module is configured to establish a remote browser connection with a computing entity;

[0027] the virtual coprocessor task module is configured to receive and buffer data to be parsed sent from the CPU, and send the data to be parsed to the remote browser engine task module;

[0028] the remote browser engine task module is configured to remotely call a browser engine to parse webpage data and render an image for data to be parsed through a distributed program interface of the browser engine provided by the computing entity; and

[0029] the wireless task module is configured to receive frame dataflow returned from the computing entity.

[0030] Furthermore, the wireless task module may specifically be configured to search for the computing entity, send a wireless connection request to the found computing entity, and establish a wireless connection with the computing entity after receiving access agreement information from the computing entity.

[0031] Furthermore, the remote browser connection module may further include a remote client sub-module and a transmission adaption task sub-module, wherein

[0032] the remote client sub-module is configured to remotely login to the computing entity; and

[0033] the transmission adaption task sub-module is configured to receive a data packet from the remote client sub-module, communicate with the wireless task module and complete the establishment of the remote browser connection with the computing entity.

[0034] Furthermore, the CPU may be configured to, after receiving remote browser selection information from a user, enable a remote browser engine mode, terminate a software task of a mobile application processor of the mobile terminal, disconnect the data communication between the CPU and the mobile application processor, and set the mobile application processor to a hibernate state.

[0035] Furthermore, the virtual coprocessor task module may specifically be configured to receive a webpage data block to be parsed and a parsing command from its own CPU, buffer the webpage data block and the parsing command, and send them to the remote browser engine task module;

[0036] the remote browser engine task module is configured to convert the parsing command sent from the virtual coprocessor task module into a remote call command for the distributed program interface of the browser engine, bind and package the remote call command with the data block sent from the virtual coprocessor task module, and send the data packet to the transmission adaption task sub-module; and

[0037] the transmission adaption task sub-module is configured to convert a wireless protocol data format of the received data packet and send the converted data packet to the wireless task module of the mobile terminal, and the wireless task module of the mobile terminal sends the data packet to the wireless task module of the computing entity.

[0038] Furthermore, the CPU is further configured to, when it is detected that the remote browser connection of the remote browser connection module is disconnected, switch the remote browser engine mode to a local browser engine mode, close the remote browser connection module, the virtual coprocessor task module and the remote browser engine task module, and wake up the mobile application processor and start the software task of the mobile application processor.

[0039] According to the mobile terminal and the method for implementing the browser of the mobile terminal provided by the present disclosure, the mobile terminal establishes a remote browser connection with the computing entity having established wireless connection, the browser engine of the computing entity based on distributed implementation is shared to the mobile terminal as a component; and the browser engine is remotely called by the distributed program interface of the browser engine provided by the computing entity to process the data to be parsed by the mobile terminal, receive the frame dataflow from the computing entity, and display a webpage by the browser of the mobile terminal. Therefore, the performance of the browser of the mobile terminal is improved, the power consumption is small, extra expense of the user is avoided and the cost is saved; and in addition, additional client software is not needed, thereby improving the usability.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0040] FIG. 1 is a diagram showing the flow of a method for implementing a browser of a mobile terminal of the present disclosure;

[0041] FIG. 2 is a diagram showing the processing flow in a specific embodiment of a method for implementing a browser of a mobile terminal of the present disclosure; and

[0042] FIG. 3 is a diagram showing the composition structure of a mobile terminal of the present disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0043] The basic idea of the disclosure is: a mobile terminal establishes a remote browser connection with a computing entity, remotely calls a browser engine to parse webpage data and render an image for data to be parsed through a distributed program interface of the browser engine provided by the computing entity, and receives frame dataflow from the computing entity.

[0044] The disclosure is explained below in detail with reference to the embodiments and accompanying drawings below to show the objective, technical scheme and advantages of the disclosure more clearly.

[0045] FIG. 1 shows the flow of a method for implementing a browser of a mobile terminal of the disclosure, as shown, the method includes the following steps:

[0046] Step 101: The mobile terminal establishes a remote browser connection with a computing entity,

[0047] specifically, the mobile terminal starts a remote client sub-module of its own remote browser connection module to remotely log in the computing entity having an established wireless connection with the mobile terminal, and then starts a transmission adaption task sub-module of its own remote browser connection module; at this moment, the establishment of the remote browser connection between the mobile terminal and the computing entity is completed.

[0048] Step 102: The mobile terminal remotely calls the browser engine of the computing entity to parse webpage data to be parsed and render an image for data to be parsed through
the distributed program interface of the browser engine provided by the computing entity, and receives frame dataflow from the computing entity;

[0049] specifically, the mobile terminal converts a parsing command into a remote call command for the distributed program interface of the browser engine, binds and packages the remote call command with a webpage data block to be parsed and sends the data packet to the computing entity through its own wireless task module, and parses the webpage data, renders the image and performs other processing by the browser engine provided by the computing entity, and receives frame dataflow from the computing entity for presentation.

[0050] FIG. 2 shows the processing flow in a specific embodiment of a method for implementing a browser of a mobile terminal of the disclosure, as shown in FIG. 2, the embodiment includes the following steps:

[0051] Step 1: The mobile terminal receives a short distance wireless connection enabling request from a user, and enables its own short distance wireless connection function, wherein

[0052] the short distance wireless connection of the mobile terminal can be Bluetooth, WiFi, wireless USB and so on.

[0053] Step 2: The computing entity enables its own short distance wireless connection.

[0054] in the step, the computing entity can be equipment with a powerful computing capability, such as a computer, and specifically, the computing entity enables its own short distance wireless connection function when receiving the short distance wireless connection enabling request from the user.

[0055] In addition, it should be appreciated that the computing entity in the step refers to the computing entity in the effective range of the short distance wireless connection of the mobile terminal, and Steps 1 and 2 can be implemented in any sequence.

[0056] Steps 3 to 4: The mobile terminal searches for the computing entity in the adjacent areas in a short distance wireless communication way, and sends a wireless connection request to the computing entity when the computing entity is found.

[0057] specifically, the mobile terminal searches for the computing entity in the effective range of its own short distance wireless connection, and can send the wireless connection request to the computing entity when finding the computing entity also enabling the short distance wireless connection.

[0058] Steps 5 to 6: The computing entity verifies the received wireless connection request, and returns access agreement information to the mobile terminal when the verification is passed; and at this moment, the establishment of the wireless connection between the mobile terminal and the computing entity is completed;

[0059] specifically, in the step, the verification of the wireless connection request performed by the computing entity further includes: the computing entity determines whether to admit the access request of the mobile terminal according to its own running condition; and returns access disagreement information to the mobile terminal if the access request will not be admitted, wherein under the condition of high CPU utilization rate of the computing entity, large running process number and the like, the computing entity may return the access disagreement information to the mobile terminal; otherwise, under the condition of good CPU usage state of the computing entity and small running process number, the computing entity returns access agreement information to the mobile terminal.

[0060] Step 7: The mobile terminal starts its own remote browser connection module and the computing entity starts its own terminal server module to establish remote browser connection therebetween;

[0061] specifically, in the step, the mobile terminal starts a remote client sub-module of the remote browser connection module at first, and the remote client sub-module can be implemented by a virtualization technology, such as the remote application technology of Microsoft; and therefore when the mobile terminal remotely logs in the computing entity, it is unnecessary to display the desktop of the computing entity on the mobile terminal, so that a lot of display data needed for transmitting the desktop image of the computing entity to the mobile terminal is avoided and the implementation is more simple and convenient; then, a transmission adaption task sub-module of the remote browser connection module is started, the transmission adaption task sub-module receives data sent from the remote client sub-module and establish connection with the wireless task module of the mobile terminal, so as to complete the communication task with the computing entity.

[0062] The computing entity starts a terminal server module to set related environments such a distributed component service; the browser engine based on distributed implementation is shared to the mobile terminal as a component and further serves as the browser engine of the mobile terminal; specifically, the mobile terminal is added to the distributed component service, and the remote browser engine is added in the distributed component service at the same time; at this moment, the browser list of the mobile terminal displays the shared browser engine, and correspondingly, the displayed browser engine can be shared by the mobile terminal.

[0063] Step 8: The mobile terminal enables a remote browser engine mode after receiving remote browser selection information from a user,

[0064] specifically, in the step, the browser module of the mobile terminal provides the user with a browser engine mode selection function, including a local browser engine mode and a remote browser engine mode; when the mobile terminal receives the remote browser selection information, the mobile terminal switches to the remote browser engine mode, and when the mobile terminal further receives the remote browser engine selection information input by the user according to the browser list provided by the mobile terminal, the mobile terminal terminates the software task of a mobile application processor and disconnects the data communication between its own internal mobile application processor and the CPU; and meanwhile, the mobile application processor can be set to a hibernate state in order to save the power consumption of the mobile terminal.

[0065] Steps 9 to 10: The mobile terminal starts a virtual coprocessor task module, receives webpage data to be parsed and a parsing command from the CPU, starts the remote browser engine task module, and sends the webpage data block to be parsed and the parsing command to the remote browser engine task module after buffering them; and the remote browser engine task module calls the browser engine
to parse the webpage data to be parsed through the distributed program interface of the remote browser engine,

[0066] specifically, after the mobile terminal starts the virtual coprocessor task module, the virtual coprocessor task module can receive the webpage data block to be parsed and the parsing command from the CPU continuously, and send them to the remote browser engine task module after buffering them and other processing; meanwhile, the mobile terminal starts the remote browser engine task module, the remote browser engine task module receives the webpage data block and parsing command sent from the virtual coprocessor task module and converts the parsing command into a remote call command; specifically, the remote browser engine task module converts the parsing command sent from the virtual coprocessor task module into the remote call command for the distributed program interface of the browser engine, binds and packages the remote call command with the webpage data block sent from the virtual coprocessor task module, and sends the data packet to the transmission adaptation task sub-module; and the transmission adaptation task sub-module converts a wireless protocol data format of the received data packet and then sends the converted data packet to the wireless task module which sends the data to the computing entity.

[0067] Steps 11 to 12: The wireless task module of the computing entity sends the received data to the browser engine; and the browser engine locally parses the data and returns frame dataflow to the mobile terminal;

[0068] specifically, in the step, the wireless task module of the computing entity converts the format of the received data to obtain a data packet including the data block to be parsed and the parsing command, and sends the data packet to the browser engine; and the browser engine extracts the parsing command and the data block from the data packet, calls the local CPU and other hardware to parse the webpage data and render the image and returns the obtained frame dataflow to the mobile terminal.

[0069] Step 13: The mobile terminal processes the received frame dataflow and displays it through a local browser;

[0070] specifically, the wireless task module of the mobile terminal sends the received data to the transmission adaptation task sub-module, the transmission adaptation task sub-module converts the data of the wireless protocol data format into the data which can be processed by the virtual coprocessor task module and then sends the converted data to the virtual coprocessor task module; the virtual coprocessor task module processes the received data, such as buffering and accelerating, and then provides the finally obtained data to the browser of the mobile terminal; and the browser calls a local Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) of the mobile terminal and other hardware for presentation.

[0071] In addition, when the CPU of the mobile terminal determines that the remote browser connection between the mobile terminal and the computing entity established in Step 7 is disconnected, the CPU of the mobile terminal switches the remote browser engine mode into the local browser engine mode, closes the virtual coprocessor task module, the remote client task sub-module, the remote browser engine task module, the transmission adaptation task sub-module and the like, enables the software task of the mobile application processor and wakes up the mobile application processor, wherein the disconnection of the remote browser connection can be conditions that a message for terminating the remote browser engine mode is received from a user, or it is detected that the mobile terminal is not in the service range of the computing entity, or the computing entity stops providing the mobile terminal with the remote browser engine service and the like.

[0072] FIG. 3 shows the structure of a mobile terminal of the present disclosure; as shown in FIG. 3, the mobile terminal includes: a wireless task module 31, a CPU 32, a mobile application processor task module 33, a remote browser connection module 34, a virtual coprocessor task module 35 and a remote browser engine task module 36, wherein

[0073] the wireless task module 31 is configured to receive frame dataflow returned from a computing entity;

[0074] the remote browser connection module 34 is configured to establish a remote browser connection with the computing entity;

[0075] the virtual coprocessor task module 35 is configured to receive data to be parsed sent from the CPU 32, and send the data to the remote browser engine task module 36 after buffering them; and

[0076] the remote browser engine task module 36 is configured to remotely call a browser engine to parse webpage data and render an image for data to be parsed through a distributed program interface of the browser engine provided by the computing entity.

[0077] Furthermore, the wireless task module 31 is specifically configured to search for the computing entity, send a wireless connection request to the found computing entity, and establish wireless connection with the computing entity after receiving access agreement information from the computing entity.

[0078] Furthermore, the remote browser connection module 34 further includes a remote client sub-module 341 and a transmission adaptation task sub-module 342, wherein

[0079] the remote client sub-module 341 is configured to remotely log in the computing entity; and

[0080] the transmission adaptation task sub-module 342 is configured to receive a data packet from the remote client sub-module 341, communicate with the wireless task module 31 and complete the establishment of remote browser connection with the computing entity.

[0081] The computing entity starts its own terminal server module to set related environments such as a distributed component service; the browser engine based on distributed implementation is shared to the mobile terminal as a component and further serves as the browser engine of the mobile terminal; specifically, the mobile terminal is added to the distributed component service, and the remote browser engine is added in the distributed component service at the same time; at this moment, the browser list of the mobile terminal displays the shared remote browser engine, and correspondingly, the displayed browser engine can be shared by the mobile terminal.

[0082] Furthermore, the CPU 32 is configured to, after receiving remote browser selection information from a user, enable a remote browser engine mode, terminate the mobile application processor software task of the mobile application processor task module 33 of the mobile terminal, disconnect the data communication between the mobile application processor of the mobile application processor task module 33 of
the mobile terminal and the CPU 32, and set the mobile application processor to a hibernate state.

Furthermore, the virtual coprocessor task module 35 is specifically configured to receive a webpage data block to be parsed and a parsing command from the CPU 32, and send the webpage data block and the parsing command to a remote browser engine task module 36 after buffering them; the remote browser engine task module 36 is configured to convert the parsing command from the virtual coprocessor task module 35 into a remote call command for the distributed program interface of the browser engine, bind and package the remote call command with the data block from the virtual coprocessor task module 35, and send the data packet to the transmission adaption task sub-module 342; and

the transmission adaption task sub-module 342 converts a wireless protocol data format of the received data packet, and sends the converted data packet to a wireless task module 31 of the mobile terminal, and the wireless task module 31 of the mobile terminal sends the data packet to the wireless task module of the computing entity.

The local browser engine of the computing entity parses the webpage data and renders the image by using the CPU and other hardware, and then returns the obtained frame dataflow to the mobile terminal by the wireless task module of the computing entity; the wireless task module 31 of the mobile terminal receives the frame dataflow and sends the received data to the transmission adaption task sub-module 342; the transmission adaption task sub-module 342 converts the data of the wireless protocol data format into the data which can be processed by the virtual coprocessor task module 35 and then sends the converted data to the virtual coprocessor task module 35; the virtual coprocessor task module 35 processes the received data, such as buffering and accelerating, and then provides the finally obtained data to the browser of the mobile terminal; and the browser calls the local LCD of the mobile terminal and other hardware for presentation.

Furthermore, the CPU 32 is further configured to, when detecting that the remote browser connection of the remote browser connection module 34 is disconnected, switch the remote browser engine mode to a local browser engine mode, close the remote browser connection module 34, the virtual coprocessor task module 35 and the remote browser engine task module 36, and start the mobile application processor task module 33, specifically waking up the mobile application processor and starting the software task of the mobile application processor.

The above is only the preferred embodiment of the disclosure, and not intended to limit the scope of protection of the disclosure.

1. A method for implementing a browser of a mobile terminal, comprising:
   establishing, by the mobile terminal, a remote browser connection with a computing entity;
   remotely calling, by the mobile terminal, a browser engine to parse webpage data and render an image for data to be parsed through a distributed program interface of the browser engine provided by the computing entity, and receiving frame dataflow from the computing entity.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein before the step of establishing, by the mobile terminal, a remote browser connection with a computing entity, the method further comprises:
   searching, by the mobile terminal, for the computing entity in a short distance wireless communication way; and
   sending, by the mobile terminal, a wireless connection request to the found computing entity, and establishing a wireless connection with the computing entity after the mobile terminal receives access agreement information from the computing entity.

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein the step of establishing, by the mobile terminal, a remote browser connection with a computing entity comprises:
   starting, by the mobile terminal, its own remote client sub-module to remotely log in the computing entity; and
   starting, by the mobile terminal, its own transmission adaption task sub-module to complete the establishment of the remote browser connection with the computing entity.

4. The method according to claim 1, wherein after the step of establishing, by the mobile terminal, a remote browser connection with a computing entity, the method further comprises:
   starting, by the mobile terminal, a remote browser engine mode after the mobile terminal receives remote browser selection information from a user;
   terminating a software task of a mobile application processor, disconnecting the data communication between the Central Processing Unit (CPU) of the mobile terminal and the mobile application processor, and setting the mobile application processor to a hibernate state.

5. The method according to claim 4, wherein the step of remotely calling, by the mobile terminal, a browser engine to parse webpage data and render an image for data to be parsed through a distributed program interface of the browser engine provided by the computing entity comprises:
   starting, by the mobile terminal, its own virtual coprocessor task module, receiving a webpage data block to be parsed and a parsing command from its own CPU, buffering the webpage data block and the parsing command and sending them to a remote browser engine task module;
   starting, by the mobile terminal, the remote browser engine task module, converting the parsing command sent from the virtual coprocessor task module into a remote call command for the distributed program interface of the browser engine, binding and packaging the remote call command with the webpage data block sent from the virtual coprocessor task module, and sending the data packet to the transmission adaption task sub-module;
   converting, by the transmission adaption task sub-module, a wireless protocol data format of the received data packet, and then sending the converted data packet to a wireless task module of the mobile terminal, and sending, by the wireless task module of the mobile terminal, the converted data packet to a wireless task module of the computing entity.

6. The method according to claim 5, further comprising:
   switching, by the mobile terminal, the remote browser engine mode to a local browser engine mode, closing its own virtual coprocessor task module, the remote client sub-module, the remote browser engine task module and the transmission adaption task sub-module, and waking up the mobile application processor of the mobile terminal and starting the software task of the mobile application processor when the mobile terminal detects that the remote browser connection is disconnected.
7. A mobile terminal, comprising a wireless task module, a CPU and a mobile application processor task module, and the mobile terminal further comprising: a remote browser connection module, a virtual coprocessor task module and a remote browser engine task module;

the remote browser connection module is configured to establish a remote browser connection with a computing entity;

the virtual coprocessor task module is configured to receive and buffer data to be parsed sent from the CPU, and send the data to be parsed to the remote browser engine task module;

the remote browser engine task module is configured to remotely call a browser engine to parse webpage data and render an image for data to be parsed through a distributed program interface of the browser engine provided by the computing entity; and

the wireless task module is configured to receive frame data flow from the computing entity.

8. The mobile terminal according to claim 7, wherein the wireless task module is specifically configured to search for the computing entity, send a wireless connection request to the found computing entity, and establish a wireless connection with the computing entity after the mobile terminal receives access agreement information from the computing entity.

9. The mobile terminal according to claim 7, wherein the remote browser connection module further comprises a remote client sub-module and a transmission adaption task sub-module;

the remote client sub-module is configured to remotely log in the computing entity; and

the transmission adaption task sub-module is configured to receive a data packet sent from the remote client sub-module, communicate with the wireless task module and complete the establishment of the remote browser connection with the computing entity.

10. The mobile terminal according to claim 7, wherein the CPU is configured to, after receiving remote browser selection information from a user, enable a remote browser engine mode, terminate a software task of a mobile application processor of the mobile terminal, disconnect the data communication between the CPU and the mobile application processor, and set the mobile application processor to a hibernate state.

11. The mobile terminal according to claim 10, wherein the virtual coprocessor task module is specifically configured to receive a webpage data block to be parsed and a parsing command from its own CPU, buffer the webpage data block and the parsing command, and send them to the remote browser engine task module;

the remote browser engine task module is configured to convert the parsing command sent from the virtual coprocessor task module into a remote call command for the distributed program interface of the browser engine, bind and package the remote call command with the data block sent from the virtual coprocessor task module, and send the data packet to the transmission adaption task sub-module; and

the transmission adaption task sub-module is configured to convert a wireless protocol data format of the received data packet and send the converted data packet to the wireless task module of the mobile terminal, and the wireless task module of the mobile terminal sends the data packet to the wireless task module of the computing entity.

12. The mobile terminal according to claim 11, wherein the CPU is further configured to, when it is detected that the remote browser connection of the remote browser connection module is disconnected, switch the remote browser engine mode to a local browser engine mode, close the remote browser connection module, the virtual coprocessor task module and the remote browser engine task module, and wake up the mobile application processor and start the software task of the mobile application processor.

13. The method according to claim 2, wherein after the step of establishing, by the mobile terminal, a remote browser connection with a computing entity, the method further comprises:

starting, by the mobile terminal, a remote browser engine mode after the mobile terminal receives remote browser selection information from a user;

terminating a software task of a mobile application processor, disconnecting the data communication between the Central Processing Unit (CPU) of the mobile terminal and the mobile application processor, and setting the mobile application processor to a hibernate state.

14. The method according to claim 3, wherein after the step of establishing, by the mobile terminal, a remote browser connection with a computing entity, the method further comprises:

starting, by the mobile terminal, a remote browser engine mode after the mobile terminal receives remote browser selection information from a user;

terminating a software task of a mobile application processor, disconnecting the data communication between the Central Processing Unit (CPU) of the mobile terminal and the mobile application processor, and setting the mobile application processor to a hibernate state.

15. The method according to claim 13, wherein after the step of remotely calling, by the mobile terminal, a browser engine to parse webpage data and render an image for data to be parsed through a distributed program interface of the browser engine provided by the computing entity comprises:

starting, by the mobile terminal, its own virtual coprocessor task module, receiving a webpage data block to be parsed and a parsing command from its own CPU, buffering the webpage data block and the parsing command and sending them to a remote browser engine task module;

starting, by the mobile terminal, the remote browser engine task module, converting the parsing command sent from the virtual coprocessor task module into a remote call command for the distributed program interface of the browser engine, binding and packaging the remote call command with the webpage data block sent from the virtual coprocessor task module, and sending the data packet to the transmission adaption task sub-module;

converting, by the transmission adaption task sub-module, a wireless protocol data format of the received data packet, and then sending the converted data packet to a wireless task module of the mobile terminal, and sending, by the wireless task module of the mobile terminal, the converted data packet to a wireless task module of the computing entity.

16. The method according to claim 14, wherein after the step of remotely calling, by the mobile terminal, a browser engine to
parse webpage data and render an image for data to be parsed through a distributed program interface of the browser engine provided by the computing entity comprises:

starting, by the mobile terminal, its own virtual coprocessor task module, receiving a webpage data block to be parsed and a parsing command from its own CPU, buffering the webpage data block and the parsing command and sending them to a remote browser engine task module;

starting, by the mobile terminal, the remote browser engine task module, converting the parsing command sent from the virtual coprocessor task module into a remote call command for the distributed program interface of the browser engine, binding and packaging the remote call command with the webpage data block sent from the virtual coprocessor task module, and sending the data packet to the transmission adaption task sub-module;

converting, by the transmission adaption task sub-module, a wireless protocol data format of the received data packet, and then sending the converted data packet to a wireless task module of the mobile terminal, and sending, by the wireless task module of the mobile terminal, the converted data packet to a wireless task module of the computing entity.

17. The method according to claim 15, further comprising: switching, by the mobile terminal, the remote browser engine mode to a local browser engine mode, closing its own virtual coprocessor task module, the remote client sub-module, the remote browser engine task module and the transmission adaption task sub-module, and waking up the mobile application processor of the mobile terminal and starting the software task of the mobile application processor when the mobile terminal detects that the remote browser connection is disconnected.

18. The method according to claim 16, further comprising: switching, by the mobile terminal, the remote browser engine mode to a local browser engine mode, closing its own virtual coprocessor task module, the remote client sub-module, the remote browser engine task module and the transmission adaption task sub-module, and waking up the mobile application processor of the mobile terminal and starting the software task of the mobile application processor when the mobile terminal detects that the remote browser connection is disconnected.

19. The mobile terminal according to claim 8, wherein the CPU is configured to, after receiving remote browser selection information from a user, enable a remote browser engine mode, terminate a software task of a mobile application processor of the mobile terminal, disconnect the data communication between the CPU and the mobile application processor, and set the mobile application processor to a hibernate state.

20. The mobile terminal according to claim 9, wherein the CPU is configured to, after receiving remote browser selection information from a user, enable a remote browser engine mode, terminate a software task of a mobile application processor of the mobile terminal, disconnect the data communication between the CPU and the mobile application processor, and set the mobile application processor to a hibernate state.

21. The mobile terminal according to claim 19, wherein the virtual coprocessor task module is specifically configured to receive a webpage data block to be parsed and a parsing command from its own CPU, buffer the webpage data block and the parsing command, and send them to the remote browser engine task module;

the remote browser engine task module is configured to convert the parsing command sent from the virtual coprocessor task module into a remote call command for the distributed program interface of the browser engine, bind and package the remote call command with the data block sent from the virtual coprocessor task module, and send the data packet to the transmission adaption task sub-module; and

the transmission adaption task sub-module is configured to convert a wireless protocol data format of the received data packet and send the converted data packet to the wireless task module of the mobile terminal, and the wireless task module of the mobile terminal sends the data packet to the wireless task module of the computing entity.

22. The mobile terminal according to claim 20, wherein the virtual coprocessor task module is specifically configured to receive a webpage data block to be parsed and a parsing command from its own CPU, buffer the webpage data block and the parsing command, and send them to the remote browser engine task module;

the remote browser engine task module is configured to convert the parsing command sent from the virtual coprocessor task module into a remote call command for the distributed program interface of the browser engine, bind and package the remote call command with the data block sent from the virtual coprocessor task module, and send the data packet to the transmission adaption task sub-module; and

the transmission adaption task sub-module is configured to convert a wireless protocol data format of the received data packet and send the converted data packet to the wireless task module of the mobile terminal, and the wireless task module of the mobile terminal sends the data packet to the wireless task module of the computing entity.

23. The mobile terminal according to claim 21, wherein the CPU is further configured to, when it is detected that the remote browser connection of the remote browser connection module is disconnected, switch the remote browser engine mode to a local browser engine mode, close the remote browser connection module, the virtual coprocessor task module and the remote browser engine task module, and wake up the mobile application processor and start the software task of the mobile application processor.

24. The mobile terminal according to claim 22, wherein the CPU is further configured to, when it is detected that the remote browser connection of the remote browser connection module is disconnected, switch the remote browser engine mode to a local browser engine mode, close the remote browser connection module, the virtual coprocessor task module and the remote browser engine task module, and wake up the mobile application processor and start the software task of the mobile application processor.